
Dear Hilma,

                  I apologise as we are still at a time where unity has not been fully achieved yet since not all human 
understands its importance. However, please take comfort in knowing that more people than ever have been 
chasing the same dream you did and that we are not far from its fruits.

                  Hilma, your audience has arrived. Though most with willing and open hearts, some may still 
exhibit disrespect just as they would have been in your time. Most will not see what you can see but some eyes 
you will surely open. You have shown us your search in spirit, now through you, we can search for ours.

                 To your desire, your life’s work is now being exhibited in a spiral-shaped building named “The  
Temple” as you have once wished. You, out of all thinkers ever alive, should know best that when one digs 
down in nature and into cellular structure abstraction shall be found there. That is why The Temple has taken 
the core aspect of all abstraction as its shape- the Golden Ratio. It shall be a place where you can speak to us 
about the importance of acknowledging our spirits through the medium of your paintings. 

      Before entering the spiral, guests will be greeted by a bed of   situated in front of 
the harbour. Each  is grown from a pure spirit of a seed and how beautiful a  will be is then 
determined by the depth of its roots which also represent the depth of one’s knowledge to his spirit. The bed of 

 is to remind visitors of the differences in growth in our spiritual journeys. The  are put together 
to form a unity of a scene just as how our differences are united to create something beautiful. 

                  On route to the building is a valley lined with cypress trees on both sides along with lilies on one 
side and roses on the other. At the end of the valley is a staircase to reach the top  of the spiral. As one 
ascends upwards, the scenic of the  bed and the endless water is what  the sight. Once entered into 
the spiral, your paintings will be shown in order of its  dates and its righteous series. Guests act as 
energy moving from one plane to another on top of maps of your cosmic thinking. They descend a spiral 
staircase from one map to another until they shall unite on ground level where a high void situates the three 
“Altarpieces.” As one  on the journey they just took with these three last paintings, a ray of light will 
shine down from an iron frame of a pentagon inscribed at the centre of a circle, warming the space with the 
presence of the sun. An exit tunnel is located underneath “Altarpiece No.3” which  the guests out into 
the open. As one walks through the tunnel, the open light  the sight symbolising the end of the journey 
with you yet the beginning of the journey of self- search.
  
  Thank you Hilma, know that your life’s work was not wasted and you deserve all respect and 
attention from visitors far and wide. 
          
            Yours Truly,
             A
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